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Provocation: 

Can we see knowledge production and space-
making as two interconnected processes? 



If so – in witnessing ongoing processes where 
marginalised urban dwellers are claiming their rights, 
not only to the city, but to their history and to their 
identity, we would like to suggest that these, as 
intertwined processes of identity-making, knowledge 
production and spatial production, are creating a 
language applicable to the future university.



Radical Shift
Transition driven by national or 
international politics, policies or capital. 
Formal master plans, centralized 
decision-making. Mind-shifts.

Incremental Changes
Progressive, popular and informal 
arrangements. Day to day, on the ground. 
Civil society and social movements.
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Transformative Realm – Integration of 
Knowledge cultures – New Institutionalities

Four tropes of knowledge integration

Conflict

Hybridity

Commons

Networks



Knowledge cultures of Western decision-making



»If this new institutionality is to emerge – […] – it 
will do so through work in this border terrain, at 
the intersections between institutions and social 
movements.«

(Subirats. J., 2008)
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»If this new institutionality is to emerge – […] – it 
will do so through work in this border terrain, at 
the intersections between institutions and social 
movements.«

»It is not simply a matter of challenging 
conventional politics, but rather of working at the 
limits of what is conventional to create new spaces 
of autonomy.«

(Subirats. J., 2008)

New institutionalities



Conflicts – The need for spaces 
and institutions for agonistic, 
non-consensual debate. 

(Mouffe, C., 2000) 

Four tropes of knowledge integration



Commons – Liminal spaces and practices, 
to share a common world in making.

(Stavrides, S., 2015 )

In caring for common resources, 
participating in a process of recognition, 
management and translation of knowledge 
and spaces. 

Four tropes of knowledge integration



Networks – Building collective action 
through social and transactional bonds. 
(Inside and across communities of 
knowledge.) 

(Baldassari, D., Diani, M., 2007)

Four tropes of knowledge integration



Hybridity – Not creating a third object 
but being a process of transforming two 
opposing agencies.

(Bhabha, H. K.,1993)

Being both the cause and the result of 
tensions between cultures. 

Four tropes of knowledge integration



Casa das Mulheres

Faculdade de Educação 
da Baixada Fluminense

DUQUE DE CAXIAS

COMPLEXO DO ALEMÃO
COMPLEXO DA MARÉ

Raízes em Movimento

Centro de Artes da Maré 

Redes de Desen-
volvimento da Maré

Examples from Rio de Janeiro 



Complexo do Alemão: Instituto Raízes em Movimento
– Hybridisation as circulation of knowledge

















Complexo da Maré: Redes de Desenvolvimento de Maré –
Hybridisation for structural change 



Eliana Sousa Silva





End of violence
March for public safety
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«Our aim was to create 
possibilities for the 
women’s economic 
independence and to 
develop individual 
entrepreneurship. 
But the women did not 
want this; they wanted to be 
together, to work together.» 

«I’m proud of 
our Crèche and 
my work. Very 
proud.» 
Helena Edir, Director of 
the Creche Communitária 
Cléia Santos Oliveira 

Alexandra, dance student 
at Escola Livre de Dança 
de Maré

Shirley Villela, coordinator 
of Maré de Sabores project

Geisa Lino, coordinator of 
Lona Cultural

«The most im-
portant part of my 
work is to provide 
the possibility of 
new dreams» 

«I hope that when 
people tear down bor-
ders that things can 
change.» 
 



Complexo da Maré: Centro des Artes de Maré: 
Hybridisation as transforming language 



















Duques de Caixas: Faculdade de Educação de Baixada Fluminese (FEBF)
– Hybridisation of a university curricula



FEBF – UERJ, Duques de Caixas
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Towards a conclusion:

Could transformation for social justice help us understand 
how to contextualise scenarios of knowledge production 
for the future university?



Towards a conclusion:

How then could different processes of knowledge 
integration support such contextualisation? 



Thank you! 

henrietta.palmer @chalmers.se



Workshop Scenario 3
Otherwhere – Thinking the future university 
through critical difference
How can universities create inclusive knowledge and processes that 
allow us to problematize and act in an age of uncertainty?

Could transformation for social justice help us understand how to 
contextualise scenarios of knowledge production for the future 
university? How then could different processes of knowledge integration 
support such contextualisation? 

If there is a university yet to come what might its spatial manifestations 
be? Define the relations of new communities of learners and the radical 
infrastructure that facilitate the integration of difference.



Workshop structure:

Work in 3-4 groups (of 3-4)

Day 1: Situating/ Positioning/ Narrating/ Speculating
Day 2: Reflecting/ Representing

Outcomes: 
Intangible: To practice knowledge integration.
Tangible: Scenarios story-boards with 4 text/images. 



Workshop steps: Day 1
Intro (10min)

Situating (15 min)

Individual: Which knowledge cultures and processes of knowledge 
production from otherwhere are crucial for you to bring into the future of 
universities?  An image/ text statement from each participant (A4).

Positioning (30 min) 

In Groups: Share reflections and questions of ’otherwheres’ with each 
other. Where are the conflicts, the contestations in each story? Which are 
the uncertainties affecting each specific story?

Help each other to interrogate and flesh out each story as a potential 
scenario from which to speculate on the space of the future university.

Narrating (15 min) 

All sharing: Which stories emerged? Which critical question have you 
addressed? What contestation are embedded? Which uncertainties are 
important for these stories to consider?



Workshop steps: Day 1
Speculating (45 min)

How does our stories affect space?

>Identify 2–3 differing narratives for development from the previous work 
with potential to build up your scenario.

>Identify sites (real or imagined) where these process(es) of knowledge 
production could be located and tested. 

>Explore the practices of de-colonialisation, hybridisation, networks, 
commoning and/or of conflicts for each story.

>Start to imagine spatialisation strategies for these future knowledge 
production(s) in relation to the localities.  

Check-out (5 min)



Workshop steps: Day 2
Reflecting (10 min) 

All: What has happened since yesterday? Thoughts from each group 3 min.

Representing (1 hour 15 min) 

In Groups: Reflect on the knowledge sets produced for assisting in future 

university production. 

Construct a narrative for your scenario(s) including the uncertainties regarded. 

What kind of spatial approaches/ qualities are needed to enable the processes 
of knowledge integration that you are foreseeing?



Outcome
>Make a storyboard presentation, with text/ images integrated.

Describe through 4 image-texts (verticle A2)
1. Narration (the story of the imagined) 
2. Positition/ Institution (organisational structure)
3. Siting (where and how?)
4. Programming/ spatial support (functionalites, components, spatial quality)


